




BELGOROD REGION, BORDER AREA.
MARCH 11, 2024, EVENING.

They brought you here
in case we need help, 
because the enemy

definitely has some nasty 
plans.

It seems they've 
dismantled

the assault group...



Yes, they hit the guys 
with artillery, tanks,
and APCs. And there 

were pickups with them.

We know that if they've got 
something planned, one failure 

won't stop them. They'll try
a couple more times, at least. 

When they fail for the third time, 
they'll back off and take their time 

to think.

*BOOM!*
*BOOM!*

*BANG!*
*BANG!*

Hear that?
Their artillery is working

on the neighboring sector. 
Time to move out: we've got 
a good spot prepared where 

they're likely to go.



*CRACK*
*CRACK*

*CRACK*
*CRACK*



*CLICK*
*CLICK*

*BANG!*
*BANG!*

*BAM!*
*BAM!*



Your name's 
Slava, right?

*CLICK*
*CLICK* *CLICK*

*CLICK*

*BANG!*
*BANG!*

*WHOOSH!*
*WHOOSH!*

*BOOM!*
*BOOM!* AAAAH!!!

AAAAH!!!

Slava,
all of us have been 

in battle for
the first time.



Ты только
не направляй 
дуло на нас!

*CLICK*
*CLICK*

*CLICK*
*CLICK*

*CLICK-CLICK!*

*CLICK-CLICK!*

*BANG!!!**BANG!!!*

*BANG!**BANG!*



AAAAH!!!
AAAAH!!!

If they take
the shortcut...

They'll find
a minefield.



BELGOROD REGION, KOZINKA SETTLEMENT.
MARCH 14, 2024, EVENING.



*TRRRRRR*
*TRRRRRR*

*TRRRRRR*

*TRRRRRR*

*WHIZZ*
*WHIZZ*

*WHIZZ*
*WHIZZ*

*WHIZZ*
*WHIZZ*



The drone operators confirmed
that the enemy is moving toward us. 

Their goal is clear: to take
a foothold and secure passage for their 
armored groups. Our goal is to prevent 

them from doing so.

Pioneer, stand by
to hit them when
I give the signal.

Standby, 
ready. GET READY!



It's too quiet,
I'm not loving it...

Oh, quit whining. 
The Russkies just 

aren't expecting us!

And anyway,
here we are, we'll get 

to the church, raise
the flag, make

a video...

And they don't have 
any guys left to stop

us – they've mobilized 
everyone...



*BOOM!**BOOM!*

*BOOM!*
*BOOM!*

*BOOM!**BOOM!*



*BOOM!*
*BOOM!*

*BOOM!**BOOM!*



TAKE
POSITIONS!

RUN!!!

*BOOM!**BOOM!*



SERIY, COME IN, 
TWO MEN

ARE RUNNING 
TOWARD YOU.

It's just one 
already.

*BANG!*
*BANG!*

*BANG!*
*BANG!*

And now nobody's 
running anywhere.



Get ready
to defend

the position!

*POW!*
*POW!*

*POW!**POW!**POW!*
*POW!*

Hey, who's got
the grenade

launcher? Vasily,
it's your turn.



FIRE!

*BOOM!**BOOM!*

*POW!*
*POW!*

*POW!**POW!*

AND YET
ANOTHER ONE. 

FIRE!



Let's go check
it out...

It's not even 
summer yet, and 

it's already heating 
up!

Roger, the AFU have 
taken over the building 

at the end of Mira 
Street. There are about 

25 of them.

Roger, stay vigilant. 
We'll move in, take 
them out tonight.



KOZINKA VILLAGE, INTERSECTION OF FOREST AND MIRA STREETS.
MARCH 14, 2024, NIGHT.

*BANG!*
*BANG!*

*BANG!**BANG!*

*BANG!*
*BANG!*



AAAAH!!!
AAAAH!!!

AAAAH!!!
AAAAH!!!

*CRASH!*
*CRASH!*

*BANG!**BANG!*

*BANG!*
*BANG!*

*BANG!**BANG!*

*BANG!*
*BANG!* *BANG!*

*BANG!*
*BANG!*
*BANG!*





THE NEXT MORNING.

As for beginner's luck. Border 
guards told that in their first battle, 
a guy accidentally shot a Ukrainian 

intelligence officer! And here
you guys took out everyone 

overnight? That's for sure.I read in their channels 
this morning that they've 
occupied everything here 

and are heading
to Moscow now.

People live
in another reality 

there! They have
an alternate reality 

right out
of the country.



But they don't need 
to try to bring

it here!

THE ATTACK ON THE BORDER OF THE BELGOROD REGION CAME AS
A SHOCK TO MANY, BUT THE RUSSIAN ARMED FORCES RESPONDED 
CALMLY AND PROFESSIONALLY. AND THE BATTLE-TESTED TROOPS
WITH EXPERIENCE IN SPECIAL FORCES AND BORDER GUARDS,
WHO HAVE ALREADY ENCOUNTERED SEVERAL ENEMY DRG OVER 
THESE TWO YEARS, PUSHED BACK THE ENEMY AND ARE READY
TO CONTINUE HOLDING THEM BACK.






